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Minutes of the Tourist Attraction Signposting Assessment Committee 
Hunter Region meeting 

 
Wednesday 23 August 2017 in the Ante Room at Cessnock Council 

Administration Centre, 62-78 Vincent Street, Cessnock 

Members 

David Douglas  Regional Coordinator TASAC and Drive, Destination NSW 
Phil Oliver  Guidance and Delineation Manager, Roads & Maritime Services (RMS) 
Maria Zannetides TASAC Secretariat 
 
Also present 

Nathan Goodbun Roads Officer, Cessnock Council 
Jess Dunston  Coordinator Community and Economy, Singleton Council 
Ken Saxby  RMS Hunter Region 
Nicholas Trajcevski RMS Hunter Region 
Tim Chapman  RMS Hunter Region 
 
Apologies 

Katrina Kerr  Design and Delivery Manager, Cessnock Council 
Warren Jeffrey Road Safety Officer, Cessnock Council 
Natalie Zagninksi Manager, Communications, Community & Economy, Singleton Council 
 

AGENDA ITEMS 
 
1. DELEGATIONS / PRESENTATIONS & REGIONAL SIGNPOSTING ISSUES 
 
1.1 Hunter Valley Signposting issues 
 
In 2016 Cessnock and Singleton Councils adopted a joint Hunter Valley Wine Country Signage 
Strategy to provide guidance on the planning, design and installation of signage in an area 
known as Hunter Valley Wine Country.  The strategy will facilitate the development of a well-
designed and positioned hierarchy of signage to guide visitors around the area.  It encompasses 
signage for a range of tourism destinations, including wineries, gourmet produce, shops, 
function and event centres and some sporting facilities such as golf courses.  Custom designed 
pictograms appear on the signage but not business names. 
 
The Councils have recently commenced implementation of signage under the strategy.  
Cessnock Council is proceeding with two high priority information bays (one at Caledonia 
Street, Kearsley about 4 km south east of Cessnock and another at Camp and Talga Roads, 
Lovedale).  It will also establish other bays outside the visitor information centre on Wine 
Country Drive and at the intersection of Broke and Hermitage Roads.  Singleton Council has 
installed an information bay at Hermitage Road along with new signage in the road itself and will 
soon roll out signage under the strategy at Broke. 
 
During the discussion it was noted that: 
 

i. There are very few TASAC signs for wineries / cellar doors and other attractions in the 
area.  This reflects views held by the two Councils in the 1990s, in that they had 
established their own finger board style signage and considered that TASAC signage 
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was unnecessary because it would create an additional layer of signs in the district.  The 
Councils’ new signage scheme will replace the old finger board style signs, which are 
difficult for motorists to read. 

 
ii. TASAC directional signage with the legend “Hunter Valley Vineyards” is in place on the 

M1 and Hunter Expressway to direct visitors to the wine country’s main entry points.  
There are also some directional signs with the legend “Vineyards” within the wine 
country. 

 
iii. The Councils’ new signage scheme identifies seven precincts, each with their own logo 

and colour for use on signage and promotional material.  These are Central Pokolbin, 
Parish of Pokolbin, Lovedale, Mount View and Wollombi in Cessnock LGA; Broke 
Fordwich in Singleton LGA; and Around Hermitage, which crosses both LGAs. 

 
iv. During their site inspections the day before the meeting, David and Phil observed some 

of the new signage and offered the following comments: 
 

 Signs with multiple pictograms on high speed roads cannot be read by passing 
motorists. 

 The meaning of the pictograms is not always obvious from the signage itself or 
material within the information bays. 

 Pictograms on the new signs are different in design and colour to ones that appear 
on older Council signs, and while it is understood that the Councils are in the process 
of removing the old signs, in the meantime, the situation is confusing for visitors. 

 Singleton Council’s information bay at Hermitage Road does not inform visitors about 
the overall signage strategy and it would assist if material was added to the bay to 
introduce visitors to the pictograms, logos and colour schemes. 

 
v. In June 2017, TASAC determined that an application from Margan Wines at Milbrodale 

Road, Broke (in Singleton LGA) was eligible for signage and RMS Hunter is in the 
process of designing signs for the business on and from the Putty Road.  In assessing 
the application the Committee consulted with Singleton Council, which advised that 
TASAC should consider requests to it for signage within its own higher level guidelines. 

 
Nathan indicated that Cessnock Council would not support TASAC signs for individual 
wineries on local roads in the wine country as this would create a proliferation of signage 
an 
d would become unmanageable.  The practical problems of physically being able to 
locate TASAC signage in an area with about 150 wineries / cellar doors were 
acknowledged and discussed.  In particular, it was noted that most of the area’s wineries 
are located on local roads and where there are two or more cellar doors on a local road, 
TASAC guidelines provide that cellar door names do not appear on the nearest State 
road and instead, a sign with the legend “Wineries” is used. 

 
Given that TASAC signage in an area with so many individual wineries would be impractical, the 
potential for TASAC to assist with regional and precinct level signage that directs visitors to the 
wine country’s entry points as a whole and also to each of its precincts, was discussed.  If 
TASAC and the two Councils reached agreement on this, then TASAC could limit its 
involvement with signage in the area to “higher level” regional and precinct signage and, as a 
matter of policy, it would not accept signage applications from individual wineries, as this would 
be a matter for the Councils to manage under their joint signage scheme.  To this end the 
following steps were identified: 
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a. RMS is to consider the footprint of the Hunter Valley Wine Country and review 

appropriate locations at its main entry points for directional signage from State roads and 
tourist drives.  RMS will also consider how the seven precincts within the wine country 
might be signposted.  It was expected that precinct signage would be located on a 
mixture of State and Council roads. 

 
b. Once “a” above has been completed, TASAC would seek agreement from both Councils 

on the RMS signage concept for the area and its precincts.  Subject to an agreement 
being reached between the parties, TASAC would assist with overall wine country and 
precinct signage and the Councils would manage signage to individual wineries / cellar 
doors. 

 
Action: RMS to carry out the work outlined at “a” above and report back to TASAC. 

 
 
1.2 Members’ report on site inspections 
 
Observations made by David and Phil from their site inspections in the Hunter Valley area on 22 
August primarily relate to winery signage and are recorded at 1.1 above. 
 
 
2. NEW TOURIST SIGNPOSTING APPLICATIONS 
 
2.1 Cattai Wetlands, Coopernook 
 
Cattai Wetlands, which are operated by MidCoast Council, are open on weekdays from 8 am to 
3 pm and on weekends from 7 am to 5 pm.  Cattai Wetlands are as an important sanctuary for 
birds with around 1,800 species having been recorded since 2010. 
 
The site was previously farmland affected by acid sulphate soils.  The land was purchased by 
Council in 2003 to improve water quality in the Manning River and subsequently soil 
remediation and rehabilitation works were carried out.  A tourism experience was also 
developed with the following main elements: 
 

 A 2.2 km walk with boardwalks and interpretive markers takes visitors around the 
wetlands. 

 An 840 m walk off the main wetlands loop passes through coastal Blackbutt forest. 

 A 1.1 km walk also off the main wetlands loop, provides access to a lookout on Spring 
Hill, with views south to Cape Hawke, east to Crowdy Head and north to the Three 
Brother Mountains. 

 
Tracks are signposted with distances clearly marked and a site map is included in a promotional 
brochure that also gives safety information and times needed to complete the various walks.  
Walking tracks and boardwalks are inspected weekly by Council’s field officer and maintenance 
is carried out as required.  Grassed walking tracks are mowed weekly in summer and monthly in 
winter.  Visitor facilities, which include picnic shelters and toilets, are regularly maintained. 
 
A brochure on the wetlands’ walking tracks and one on birding routes are available from a 
weather proof box in the information shelter near the car park, at Council’s visitor centre, in the 
foyer of its administration centre and on its website.  A “Self-guided Wetland Walk” brochure 
provides details about the site and its flora and fauna.  The walking tracks brochure, which is 
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regarded as the general promotional brochure, does not give an address or information about 
opening times / days.  The birding routes brochure has no address and gives out of date hours.  
Council intends to create a more specific promotional brochure, which incorporates new 
branding for MidCoast Council, by the end of October 2017.  Information panels are installed 
along the walking trails to interpret the site’s natural values and describe the development of the 
wetlands.  Eight new signs on local Aboriginal culture are being produced and will be added to 
enhance the experience. 
 
A site inspection report has been requested from MidCoast Council. 
 
Decision: Cattai Wetlands are eligible for signposting in the Outdoor / Nature Based Attractions 

(Walking Tracks and Boardwalks) category subject to the receipt of a satisfactory site 
inspection report. 

 
Action: Secretariat to finalise the application if appropriate after receipt of an inspection 

report and inform the applicant and RMS Hunter. 

 
Note: On 25 August a site inspection report was received from Council, which confirmed information in 

application. 

 
 
2.2 Historic Mary MacKillop Hall, Eden 
 
Signage in the Historic Properties and Sites category has been requested for “Mary MacKillop 
Hall” at Eden, which is listed as an item of local heritage significance in Bega Valley Local 
Environmental Plan (LEP) 2013.  The hall is open daily from 9 am to 4 pm during all months. 
 
The building is associated with Saint Mary MacKillop, Australia’s first Catholic saint, who 
established a convent and school at the site in the late 1880s to thank the Eden community for 
caring for the bodies of her mother and other victims of a shipwreck south of Eden in 1886.  
Mary visited the school in 1899 and again in 1901.  From 1912 to 1992 the building was used as 
a Catholic Church and it was subsequently restored and converted into a museum to chronicle 
Eden’s connection with Saint Mary. 
 
A number of issues were identified with respect to the application and these are discussed 
below.  However, Phil advised that, even if signage eligibility could be established, the 
intersection of the A1 (which is the nearest State road) and Imlay Street is at capacity in terms 
of the ability to locate additional signage.  Currently, the following signs are installed at the 
intersection: 

 White on brown tourist signs for Eden Lookout; 

 Tourist signs for the Killer Whale Museum; 

 White on blue service signs for Eden Wharf. 
 
In the circumstances, RMS is unable to assist the operator with tourist signage.  Phil 
commented that the operator may care to approach Bega Valley Council about the possibility of 
installing signs on Council roads, such as at the intersection of Imlay and Chandos Streets, 
which Council could determine without any need for TASAC to be involved. 
 
The following issues were noted with respect to the application: 
 

i. Name of the attraction:  Signage has been requested for “Mary MacKillop Hall”, which 
does not clearly describe the tourism experience at the site, which has a strong focus on 
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artefacts and displays about Mary MacKillop and her association with Eden.  A better 
name for the attraction could be “Mary MacKillop Museum”. 

 
ii. Tourist signposting category:  The application has been lodged in the Historic 

Properties and Sites category.  As the main drawcard for visitors is likely to be displays 
relating to Mary MacKillop rather than the history of the building itself, the Museums 
category would appear to be a better fit. 

 
iii. Promotional flyer:  The flyer is informal and does not meet the general expectations for 

professionally prepared promotional material nor does it comply with TASAC guidelines 
because the name requested for signage does not appear as a heading on the flyer; the 
visitor experience in relation to the life of Mary MacKillop is not mentioned; and there is 
no locality map. 

 
iv. Visitor access:  It is understood that the building is not regularly staffed and it is not 

known whether there are any restrictions in relation to visitor access (e.g. alarms).  It is 
also understood that the building is used for parish and community meetings as well as a 
tourism destination.  The hall is not large and tourists arriving while a meeting is in 
progress may feel hesitant about viewing the displays.  The applicant should consider 
how best to manage the hall’s various uses so that visitors are able to access the 
tourism experience without being deterred by the other activities. 

 
v. Interpretive information:  In answer to the question about interpretive material, the 

application simply states “there are fourteen” without any further descriptive information.  
Some photos of displays are included but these are uncaptioned and it is difficult to 
appreciate what is displayed and how it is interpreted. 

 
vi. Tours:  It seems that visitors may ask for tours but it is not clear how they would know to 

do so or how they could access a tour as the building is mostly unstaffed.  The visitor 
experience would be enhanced by the preparation of self-guided tour notes that are 
prominently displayed near the building’s entry. 

 
vii. Entry sign:  A photo of an entry sign was not included with the application though it is 

understood that such a sign exists.  Entry signs should refer to the tourism experience 
offered, use a name that best reflects the nature of the attraction, and give the opening 
hours / days and a phone number for further inquiries. 

 
viii. Drive way entry and car park:  Photos of the driveway entry and car park were not 

included. 
 
Decision: The application does not demonstrate compliance with the relevant eligibility criteria of 

the Historic Properties and Sites category and it is therefore not eligible for TASAC 
signposting.  Even if eligibility was able to be demonstrated in the future, RMS considers 
that the relevant State road intersection is at capacity and it would not be able to 
satisfactorily include additional tourist signs at the location. 

 
Action:  Secretariat to advise the applicant as above and inform Bega Valley Council. 

 
 
2.3 Slim Dusty Centre, Kempsey 
 
Built as a flexible, multi-purpose facility in an architect designed building set in bushland, the 
centre contains displays relating to the life and achievements of country and western musician 
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Slim Dusty.  It has separate spaces for the Slim Dusty Museum, the Golden Gallery of Slim’s 
awards, travelling exhibitions, a theatrette, and other uses including a café and shop. 
 
The centre is open daily from 9.30 am to 4 pm.  A colour double sided brochure gives the 
address, opening hours, locality map, contact details and brief descriptions of the centre’s 
contents. 
 
The museum’s theme relates to the life and legacy of Slim Dusty and his contribution to 
Australian country music.  It features objects and images from the Kirkpatrick (Slim’s actual 
surname) family’s own extensive archive as well as contributions from fans from around the 
world.  Displays cover Slim’s life from the start of his career, his years performing with his wife 
Joy in towns and villages in the Australian outback and his later performances in showgrounds 
around the country.  Exhibits include historical film footage, listening posts enabling visitors to 
play Slim Dusty’s songs, show costumes, showground ephemera, and “Old Purple” the Ford 
Fairlane that Slim used to travel around Australia.  Also displayed are all of Slim’s Golden Guitar 
Awards and Gold Records.  Displays are supported by interpretive material and the application 
was accompanied by six photos of the main exhibition areas and 12 photos of interpretive 
material to demonstrate its variety and quality. 
 
Changing exhibitions include showcases of fans’ memorabilia, special “behind the scenes 
exhibits”, including the making of the Slim Dusty Movie and other country music themed 
exhibits.  In response to a request, the applicant provided a program of seven planned 
temporary exhibitions from September 2017 to August 2018.  Included among these are the 
Blake Art Prize; Australian War Memorial touring show; chocolate manufacturing at the 
Smithtown Nestle factory and objects from the Akubra Factory in Kempsey. 
 
While the application has been lodged in the Museums category, the attraction’s branding and 
promotional material refer to it as “Slim Dusty Centre”.  TASAC members agreed to the use this 
name on tourist signage. 
 
Tamara Lavrencic of Museums and Galleries NSW (MGNSW) has been asked to comment on 
the application.  Kempsey Council has indicated that it is not in a position to assist with a site 
inspection report on this occasion.  In these circumstances, members decided that a site 
inspection report was not necessary and they would rely on the expert advice of MGNSW. 
 
Decision: The Slim Dusty Centre is eligible for tourist signposting in the Museums category, subject 

to the views of MGNSW. 

 
Action: Secretariat to finalise the application if appropriate, subject to advice from 

MGNSW, and inform the applicant and RMS Northern. 

 
Note: On 23 August Tamara advised that her agency has followed the progress of the centre from 

conceptual development to its establishment and is “aware of the careful process undertaken to 
develop this impressive museum” and she had no hesitation in supporting the signage 
application. 

 
 
2.4 Tamworth Regional Gallery 
 
Tamworth Regional Gallery has operated for many years but only commenced opening on 
Sunday on 2 July 2017.  Its new opening hours are Tuesday to Friday 10 am to 5 pm and 
weekends from 10 am to 4 pm. 
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It has two exhibition spaces (Gallery 1 with 308 sq. m and Gallery 2 with 96 sq. m) so a 
minimum of two exhibitions can be presented at a time.  Exhibitions are staged for 6 – 8 weeks.  
A list of exhibitions for the current year is posted on the gallery’s website 
(www.tamworthregionalgallery.com.au) and a copy of the 2017 exhibition program was 
submitted with the application.  It outlines 18 exhibitions ranging from works relating to the local 
Peel River to photography and printmaking. 
 
Interpretive panels and labels are displayed for all exhibitions.  Other interpretive material can 
include short films, soundscapes, augmented reality, exhibition catalogues and room brochures.  
Promotional material comprises a double sided colour A4 brochure, which is updated quarterly 
to reflect the changing exhibition program.  The information provided in the brochure satisfies 
TASAC guidelines. 
 
Rachel Arndt of MGNSW has advised that her agency supports the requested signposting as 
the gallery has “a strong artistic program, showcasing exhibitions of quality contemporary 
Australian art…It is a vital cultural hub for both the local community and tourists from further 
afield”. 
 
A site inspection report is not required on this occasion given that the application is from a 
regional gallery and in view of the strong support expressed by MGNSW  
 
Decision Tamworth Regional Gallery is eligible for tourist signposting in the Galleries category 
 
Action:  Secretariat to advise the applicant as above and inform RMS Northern. 

 
 
2.5 Henry Lawsons Birthplace, Grenfell 
 
Weddin Council has applied for tourist signposting for “Henry Lawsons Birthplace” in Grenfell to 
regularise existing unauthorised signs.  The attraction marks the site where iconic Australian 
poet Henry Lawson (1867 - 1922) was born.  It consists of a white obelisk set in a grassed 
visitor rest area.  Also located at the site are public toilets, a BBQ and picnic area. 
 
After the unauthorised signage was discussed at the February 2016 TASAC meeting, Council 
has enhanced the experience by installing 12 interpretive brass plaques, angle-mounted on 
bollards placed along a semi-circular walking path around the obelisk.  Each plaque relates to 
an aspect of Lawson’s life and celebrates his significance to Australian literature as follows: 
 
 

a. Born on the Grenfell Goldfield 
b. From Larsen to Lawson 
c. The Lawson Family Home 
d. The Mining Landscape 
e. Emu Creek Proclaimed Grenfell 
f. From Grenfell to Gulgong 

 
g. Henry’s Education & Experience 
h. Lawson in Print 
i. Marriage and Family 
j. International Travel 
k. Henry’s Outback Experience 
l. Honoured with a State Funeral. 

 
The site, which is open daily during all hours, is a two minute drive south of Grenfell town centre 
on Henry Lawson Way near its intersection with Lawson Drive and adjacent to Lawson Oval.  
However, the address on the brochure (and application) is given as “Henry Lawson Way”.  This 
is a long road and when the brochure is next reprinted, the nearest cross street and / or a 
locality map should be added.  Otherwise, the promotional brochure meets all the relevant 
requirements. 
 

http://www.tamworthregionalgallery.com.au/
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The site is not currently protected as a heritage item in Weddin LEP 2011 because, at that time, 
it was not considered necessary to use planning legislation to protect publicly owned sites as 
public ownership itself was thought to render sufficient protection.  However, Council has 
advised that consideration will be given to adding the site to the list of heritage items in the 
current review of the LEP.  The application has been referred to the Heritage Division of the 
Office of Environment and Heritage for comments. 
 
A site inspection report is not required as TASAC members visited the site in February 2016 
and viewed the obelisk.  While this was prior to the installation of the interpretive plaques, 
legible images have been submitted of all the plaques so the recent improvements are well 
documented. 
 
Decision: Henry Lawsons Birthplace is eligible for tourist signposting in the Historic Properties and 

Sites category subject to the views of the Heritage Division. 
 
Action: Secretariat to finalise the application if appropriate after consultation with the 

Heritage Division and inform the Council and RMS Western. 

 
 
3. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF 19 JULY 2017 
 
The minutes of TASAC’s meeting of Wednesday 19 July 2017 at Kiama in the Southern Region 
were confirmed.  The Committee members and Secretariat advised that they had completed all 
the actions attributed to them from the meeting. 
 
 
4. MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS 
 
4.1 Hunter Wetlands Centre, extension of time for submission of application 
 
The Committee agreed to a request for an extension of time for receipt of an application from 
the Hunter Wetlands Centre.  The new due date is 13 September 2017. 
 
 
4.2 Correspondence from Skypeak Adventures, St Marys 
 
Amgad Boutros, owner of Skypeak Adventures, who attended TASAC’s March 2017 meeting, 
has written to pass on correspondence he has received from the Mayor of Penrith in support of 
tourist signage for his aerial adventure business, which also has a “tree walk” component.  
Amgad suggests that the Mayor’s letter and discussions he has had with Prue Car, Member for 
Londonderry, support the view that the overall business is worthy of tourist signposting as it is a 
much broader experience than just a “tree walk”. 
 
As discussed with Amgad in March, while TASAC acknowledges that the aerial adventures 
component of his facility is used by tourists, aerial adventure experiences that are not in areas 
of recognised environmental value, are considered to be man-made sporting / recreational 
facilities and the NSW Tourist Signposting Manual specifically states that tourist signposting is 
not available for such facilities. 
 
The possibility of developing a tourism experience associated with the Skypeak tree walk, which 
can be experienced separately from the aerial adventures component, was also discussed with 
Amgad at the March meeting.  This would involve the introduction of quality on-site interpretive 
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information to tell the story of repurposing the River Red Gum tree that is the centrepiece of the 
facility; the engineering aspects associated with the tree’s relocation from Victoria to the current 
site; the environmental values and significance of River Red Gums in their natural environment; 
and the views from the top of the tree.  This interpretive information could take the form of 
plaques, storyboards and / or audio-visual material.  Amgad’s recent communication does not 
indicate whether he intends to act on this advice. 
 
Decision: The aerial adventures component at Skypeak Adventures is a recreational facility and as 

such it is not eligible for tourist signposting. 

 
Action:  Secretariat to reply to the correspondence as above. 

 
 
4.3 Correspondence from iFly Downunder, Penrith 
 
Brett Sheridan of iFly Downunder has forwarded architectural drawings and specifications for a 
“Visitors Centre” element that he may add to his indoor skydiving business at Penrith.  The 
visitors centre would be located in the left foyer of the building and appears to comprise two 2m 
x 2m panels and two smaller panels, each 2m x 0.6m.  The “visitors centre” is intended to 
provide interpretive information including an interactive screen that would show footage about 
how the iFly technology works and flying positions.  Brett has asked for advice about the 
likelihood of securing tourist signage based on the drawings. 
 
Committee members made the following observations: 
 

 While the drawings and specifications indicate the size and location of the interpretive 
material, very little detail has been provided about its content. 

 

 The drawings indicate that the interpretive elements will be located in the “left foyer” of 
the premises, which is a relatively small space. 
 

 As the sky diving experience at the premises is regarded to be a sporting / recreational 
activity, which is not eligible for tourist signposting, for such signposting to be considered 
it would be necessary to develop a strong interpretive element relating to flight that could 
provide an appropriate tourism experience for visitors who do not intend to skydive.  
From the information provided, it is not possible to judge whether the proposed “Visitors 
Centre” would be adequate to serve this purpose. 

 

 The drawings refer to the proposed new element as a “Visitors Centre” but the use of 
such terminology on any tourist signposting would be confusing as the term is typically 
used to refer to visitor information centres that provide general information to tourists. 
 

Action: Secretariat to pass on the above comments to the operator and advise that more details 
 about the specific content of the proposed interpretive material would be needed for 
 TASAC to be able to respond to his query. 

 
 
5. INQUIRIES RECEIVED SINCE LAST MEETING 

5.1 Granitevale Estate, Murrumbateman (RMS) 
5.2 Quarry Hill Wines, Murrumbateman (RMS) 
5.3 Working Dog Statue, Bonalbo (Kyogle LGA) 
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5.4 Skypeak Adventures, St Marys 
5.5 Broken Hill Welcome signs 
5.6 Wily Trout Vineyard, Springrange in Yass Valley LGA 
5.7 Big Axe, Kew (RMS) 
5.8 Rappville Pub (Commercial Hotel), Rappville in Richmond Valley LGA (RMS) 
5.9 Warialda Historical Museum 
5.10 New driving experience from Grafton, Ulmarra, Maclean and Harwood in Clarence 

Valley LGA 
5.11 Murray Arts Museums, Albury 
5.12 Albury Library Museum 
5.13 Yindyamarra Sculpture Walk, Albury 
5.14 Wonga Wetlands, Albury 
5.15 Hume Dam, Albury 
5.16 Visitors Centre at iFly Down Under, Penrith 
5.17 Bougainvillea Production Nursery at Vanderley Nursery, Sancrox 
5.18 Hindu Temple, Marsden Park 
 
 
6. POLICY ISSUES 

 
6.1 Inquiry by Clarence Valley Council regarding a new tourist drive 
 
In was noted that item 5.10 above relates to an inquiry to the Secretariat from Elizabeth 
Fairweather, Clarence Valley Council’s Economic Development Coordinator.  Phil indicated that 
Council has also approached RMS about the same matter, namely Council’s interest in 
establishing a new tourist drive, similar to Tourist Drive 22 (South Grafton – Grafton – Lawrence 
– Maclean – Pacific Highway at Harwood Bridge) but located on the opposite side of the 
Clarence River, that would follow the current alignment of the Pacific Highway.  The relevant 
portion of the highway is to be superseded by a motorway, which is currently under construction 
and Council is interested in establishing the current highway route as a new tourist drive after 
the motorway opens. 
 
The following points were noted: 
 

i. RMS intends to retain the current highway alignment as a State road after the new 
motorway opens and route marking would reflect this. 

 
ii. TASAC and RMS would not support the establishment of a tourist drive that coincides 

with an Alpha Numeric marked Route on a State road.  Typically, tourist drives start and 
end on State roads but do not follow the same routes as State roads. 

 
iii. It would be difficult to effectively signpost parallel tourist drives on either side of the 

same river. 
 

iv. There would appear to be few tourist attractions along the current highway route and its 
scenic value would be similar to that of the existing Tourist Drive 22.  In the 
circumstances, the establishment of a second, roughly parallel tourist drive is not 
warranted. 
 

v. If Council wishes to promote any tourist attractions on the current highway route, it would 
be welcome to submit signposting applications for these individual attractions. 
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Action: (a) Secretariat to provide the above advice to Elizabeth Fairweather. 
 (b) RMS to have further discussions with Council about this matter. 

 
 
6.2 Correspondence from Nambucca Council re Tourist Drive 15 
 
Members noted advice from Coral Hutchinson, Manager Community Development at Nambucca 
Council, that on 27 July 2017, Council accepted the extension to Tourist Drive 14 and the 
establishment of a new Tourist Drive 15 with its conditions to follow Giinagay Way from Bald Hill 
Road through Macksville and Nambucca Head, joining the Motorway at Boggy Creek, both of 
which had been agreed to by TASAC at its 21 June 2017 meeting. 
 
Phil commented that Daniel Boorman of RMS Northern has been in touch with Coral recently 
and is currently finalising the scope of works for local signage that would need to be 
implemented to achieve and maintain support for loop signage on the Pacific Motorway for TDs 
14 and 15. 
 
 
7. TASAC MEETING SCHEDULE 
 
In view of a number of recent inquiries regarding tourist signposting in Albury (see 5.11 to 5.15 
above), it was decided to hold the next South West Region meeting scheduled for 15 November 
2017 in Albury. 
 
The next meeting will be held on 20 September 2017 at a location to be advised. 
 
 
The meeting concluded at 1.15 pm. 
 
 
 

 
 

Attachment 1 – TASAC Meeting Schedule 
 

Region Location Date 

TBA TBA 20 September 2017 

N / A Parramatta 18 October 2017 

South West Albury 15 November 2017 

N / A Parramatta 13 December 2017 

 2018  

N / A Sydney 17 January 2018 

N / A TBA 21 February 2018 

 


